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Mission Statement

“We exist to cover music 
in Oxford and beyond.”
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Unique Selling Proposition

Auxford Wave is the only source for local and mainstream 
music news in Oxford. While many local publications feature 
artists and events, Auxford Wave’s sole purpose is to cover 
music. Auxford Wave is beneficial to all music appreciators: 
musicians, fans, locals, visitors, and students. It’s a place to 
check the pulse of the Oxford music scene. Local musicians 
get coverage of their shows, and touring artists get a feel 
for different venues. Locals expand their taste beyond 
local music while visitors gain appreciation for Oxford’s 
abundance of musical talent. Auxford Wave is accessible and 
diverse across multiple platforms including a mobile-friendly 
blog and e-newsletter, social media, video, podcasts, and 
live sessions. Auxford Wave seeks to enhance, promote, and 
illuminate music in Oxford and beyond. 
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Entry Strategy

Auxford Wave launched on August 22nd, 2016. Since the launch, 
Auxford Wave has kept a consistently updated blog and social 
media pages. The blog also enjoyed a feature in the first issue of 
Oxford’s newest publication, Oxford Magazine. 

A concert event will complete Auxford Wave’s entry in the market. 
“First Wave” will feature local artists and a touring artist at one 
of Oxford’s legendary music venues, Proud Larry’s. Auxford Wave 
will sell tickets before and at the door of the event. To promote 
“First Wave”, Auxford Wave will utilize social media marketing, 
as well as traditional marketing tactics such as advertisements in 
the Daily Mississippian and flyering around Oxford and Ole Miss. 
The blog will feature reviews of the billed artists. 

“First Wave” symbolizes Auxford Wave’s passion for local 
and mainstream music. In addition, the event improves brand 
awareness while proving Auxford Wave’s commitment to 
enhancing, promoting, and illuminating music in Oxford and 
beyond.
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3 V’s

Vision
An all encompassing source of music

Voice
Friendly Expert

Values
Share great music 

Illuminate artists the audience may not 
know 
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Vision

An all encompassing source of music.

This vision serves as a guiding light for Auxford Wave from 
start to finish. 

Auxford Wave gladly assumes the responsibility of serving 
as the only music centered blog in Oxford. It would be easy 
to only cover local music, but Auxford Wave digs deeper 
and challenges readers’ tastes by covering music beyond 
Oxford. In order to be considered all encompassing, Auxford 
Wave strives to be accessible, versatile, and relevant. 
The brand expands across multiple platforms including a 
mobile-friendly blog and e-newsletter, social media, video, 
podcasts, and live sessions. 
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Voice

Friendly Expert.

Auxford Wave delivers music to the audience in an honest and 
simple fashion. 

A tone of expertise is necessary for credibility. But, Auxford 
Wave isn’t a snobby expert. Rather, Auxford wave is like a cool 
friend who is always willing to share new music and music 
news. Auxford Wave has a peer-to-peer tone as the majority 
of contributors and readers are Ole Miss students. Keeping a 
“friendly expert” tone promotes inclusiveness as there is enough 
jargon to appeal to musicians but not too much to not scare off 
music appreciators. There should always be a balance between 
musicians and appreciators, and local and nonlocal. 
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Values

Share great music. Illuminate artists the audience may not know.

Auxford Wave values music as an art form. Music is a culture that 
has the ability to bring people together and spread ideas and 
world views. We value quality music of all kinds, not just what’s 
familiar or played on the radio. 

Auxford Wave values artists, the people who create the sound of 
our culture. We provide a platform where artists are illuminated. 
We believe in exposing our audience to a variety of artists in 
hopes of spreading great music in Oxford and beyond. 

Auxford Wave values Oxford’s music community. Auxford Wave 
exists to support and enhance the local scene by featuring local 
artists and venues right alongside mainstream artists. 
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5 P’s

Plan
Produce
Promote
Perfect

Personalize
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Plan: When it takes off

When Auxford Wave takes off, the brand will first create 
advertising space on the blog as well as start a sponsorship 
program for podcasts, video, live sessions, and newsletter to 
start earning revenue. The base model is a non-profit passion 
project, but as the brand increases volume there is great potential 
to become profitable. In addition to creating advertising space, 
Auxford Wave will expand to include merchandise and produce 
more events. 

If the brand is sustained for a year, Auxford Wave will consider 
adding print to their platforms via quarterly magazine. The 
magazine will give Auxford Wave the ability to create content that 
thrives in print such as intimate artist profiles and local music 
history. The magazine is also a way to offer more advertising 
space and extend the brand to a broader audience. 
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Plan: When it’s on the outs

When Auxford Wave begins to see a decline in readership and 
interest, the brand will gradually reduce content to include the 
blog, social media, and newsletter. 

If Auxford Wave is truly failing, we will explore pairing with a 
local publication such as The Local Voice or Oxford Magazine to 
produce a column. 

Auxford Wave’s content is strong and beneficial to Oxford’s 
music scene. Therefore, the brand should live on, even if through 
another publication. 
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Plan: Budget
Pre-Launch Budget:
First Wave 
 Venue    $1,000
 Bands    $1,500
 Promotion   $500
Social Media Promotion  $200

Total Pre-Launch Budget  $3,200

Maintenance Budget:
Events     $2,000
Social Media Promotion  $500

Total Maintenance Budget $2,500

The majority of the pre-launch budget is dedicated to hosting First Wave. Proud Larry’s is one of the premier live music 
venues in Oxford, which making it expensive to book. Since there will be three bands, $1500 will allow Auxford Wave 
to pay each $500. Lastly, promotion for the event includes ads in the Daily Mississippian, flyers and social media 
promotion. In addition to First Wave, the brand will need money for social media promotion to ensure the content is 
reaching Auxford Wave’s target market efficiently. 

For a maintenance budget, Auxford Wave will need to keep a reserve for hosting live sessions to cover venues and bads. 
Additional funds will be needed to cover social media promotion of content. 

Auxford Wave is currently a passion project. Production need not be included in the budget as all contributors are 
volunteers. Contributors benefit from Auxford Wave by building their portfolios and resumes. 

If Auxford Wave survives long enough to become profitable, discussions of salaries will take place for co-founders, 
editors, and sales representatives. For student contributors, college credit can be issued rather than monetary 
compensation.
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Produce: Video

 

Video is the king of content. Auxford Wave’s videos will supplement coverage of live shows, reviews, and podcasts. Videos 
are sharable and mobile friendly. 

Auxford Wave has two categories of videos: “Video Wave” and “Live Cam”.

“Video Wave” is a weekly video that highlights Auxford Wave’s favorite music videos or songs, local concerts, and music 
news such as album drops or artist news. “Video Wave” takes all the week’s content and condenses it to one short, 
sharable video. The video entices viewers to read more about a song or artist featured, increasing conversion rates from 
social media sites to the blog. 

“Live Cam” is video coverage of live music in Oxford, whether hosted by Auxford Wave or not. “Live Cam” is intended 
to be originally aired on Facebook Live and later edited and placed on the blog to be shared again. “Live Cam” is an 
interactive way to cover live music in Oxford that is beneficial to artists, appreciators, and venues. Artists get coverage. 
Appreciators are exposed to events that they either couldn’t attend or unfamiliar with. It is an easy way to introduce local 
artists and touring acts to audiences they may not could reach themselves. Venues benefit from “Live Cam” as viewers 
are able to experience the atmosphere of different locations. 

Video production, like all contributed work, would be volunteer based, but mainly executed by co-founder and editor-in-
chief Sudu Upadhyay.

View the video https://youtu.be/1RE5p9SwhXo
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Produce: Spotify

 

Spotify is a way to bring Auxford Wave’s written content to life. Spotify is a streaming service that 
makes playlist curation social. Users follow other users and playlists, and can see what their friends are 
listening to. Users have the option to connect to Facebook and share their activity on their Newsfeed. 
The best part? It’s free. 

Auxford Wave’s Spotify features a variety of playlists including “Weekly Wave” and genre specific 
playlists. 

“Weekly Wave” is a reflection of “Video Wave” as it features songs and artists mentioned in the weekly 
video. In addition, “Weekly Wave” features new releases and songs the Auxford Wave staff is listening 
to each week. 

Genre specific playlists such as “Local Wave”,”Alt Wave”, and “Hip-Hop Wave” feature top songs and 
artists fro particular genres. Local wave is a playlist dedicated to local Oxford artists whose work is 
available on Spotify. 

Spotify is another tool to interact with readers and bring content to a new platform. 
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Produce: “Pass the Aux”

 

“Pass the Aux” is a monthly e-newsletter that includes a concert calendar, new album reviews, an artist Q&A 
and other features from the blog. The newsletter is sent out to a database of email addresses compiled from 
user inputted information during blog visits. 

As the name suggests, “Pass the Aux” is intended to be forwarded along to readers’ friends and fellow music 
lovers. The newsletter gives readers the opportunity to get a first look at what is happening in music for the 
month. 

“Pass the Aux” is also a beneficial way to expand the reach of content. Because it is sent via email, it can be 
sent to a small group and snowball to more readers. 

A monthly newsletter rather than daily or weekly is less annoying and spam-like. “Pass the Aux” is anticipated 
by readers. 

“Pass the Aux” is yet another way that Auxford Wave proves itself to be the main source for music in Oxford by 
being accessible, versatile, and relevant.

 

 

Pass the Aux 
December 2016 

 

December Concert Calendar  
12.1- The Deslondes - The Kernal @ Proud Larry’s / Robert Aaron Hall @ The Shelter 

12.2-Teardrop City @ Proud Larry’s / Holiday Acoustic Show @ The Shelter 

12.3- Ciudado el Chupacabra @ The Shelter / Pinebox Final Show House Party 

12.6- Bluegrass Jam @ The Shelter  

12.7- Hovvdy Bonus @ Proud Larry’s / Yalobushwhacker’s ft. Kate Teague @ Small Hall 

12.12- Beige Curtains + Ben Lawless @ The Shelter 

12.15- Shane King @ Proud Larry’s / Roxford University @ The Lyric Oxford 

12.21- Primative @ Proud Larry’s  

 
THIS MONTH’S 
NEW ALBUMS 

“Awaken, My Love!” Childish 
Gambino 
Atlanta  creator/executive producer/writer/director/executive music 
producer/star Daniel Glover has been on the grind. Glover as Childish 
Gambino released the follow-up album to Because the Internet  on 
December 2nd.  Read the full review  here. 

View newsletter on page 24
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Promote

Promotion for Auxford Wave will take place primarily on social media. All content will be shared 
on the Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram accounts. To increase viewership and followers, it is 
necessary to use promotion and analytical tools on these sites. Although there is a cost, it is the 
best way to ensure content is being presented to the audience in the most efficient way possible. 

For events, additional promotion is imperative. Traditional tactics such as flyering around the 
Square and campus, Rebel Radio spots, and ads in local publications like The Local Voice and The 
Daily Mississippian are all utilized.

Auxford Wave will also partner with influential personalities, students and locals, to become 
brand ambassadors. Brand Ambassadors would be responsible for sharing Auxford Wave 
content on their own social media accounts as well as flyer on campus and around town. Hiring 
ambassadors is a unique word-of-mouth marketing technique that will increase followers and 
readership.

Ambassadors must fit the Auxford Wave target audience: Music appreciators with a passion for 
local music as well as mainstream. They have a significant following on social media and the 
ability to reach several users in our target audience. While ambassadors do not necessarily have 
to like all genres of music that Auxford Wave covers, they are familiar with what audiences 
would relate to genre-specific content. 

Most ambassadors are students, but locals are welcome and encouraged to participate in this 
experience as it would grow the local readership. The main goal of utilizing ambassadors is to 
promote Auxford Wave and increase brand awareness, readership, and social media followers.
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Perfect

Regardless of the stage Auxford Wave finds themselves, there are a few goals are always kept in mind 
to perfect content. 

Brand Awareness
Auxford Wave is nothing if no one knows about it. When people think “music news source in 
Oxford,” they should think Auxford Wave. Content is accessible, versatile, and relevant to keep and 
attract readers. Content aligns with Auxford Wave’s vision, voice and values, and the 5 P’s to ensure 
consistency.

Increase readership/followers
Auxford Wave strives to reach a maximum amount of the target audience. To do this, content is 
accessible, versatile, and relevant. The utilization of promotion and analytical tools and brand 
ambassadors reaches far, but good content is key to intriguing and maintaining more viewers. Content 
must be addictive and unique.

Live Music Sessions
Auxford Waves exists to supplement and enhance the local music climate. Writing about and 
documenting events supplements the environment. But, to truly enhance the scene, Auxford Wave hosts 
live sessions. Live sessions allow Auxford Wave to introduce the audience to new artists and venues. Not 
all live sessions are expensive or huge. DIY, do-it-yourself, shows are becoming more popular and are a 
great way to host live talent for a low price. 

Video Content
Video is the king of content. It bring to life words and still pictures. Videos are eye catching and give 
a lot of information in a short amount of time. Videos are sharable and allow content to be placed on 
various platforms, leading to more viewers. 
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Personalize: The Audience

Jon

Jon is a junior journalism major at Ole Miss. His resume includes writer for 
the Daily Mississippian and radio host for Rebel Radio. Known as DJon in 
his fraternity, he’s always responsible for providing the tunes for parties 
and making playlists for road trips. You can find him jamming out at Proud 
Larry’s to his friend’s local band. Originally from Atlanta, he has a versatile 
taste in music. His favorite artists are The Chainsmokers, Gucci Mane, and 
Alt-J. In addition to his passion for music, he loves sports, sneakers, and 
traveling. Jon turns to Auxford Wave for reviews on new albums and new 
music venues to hit up in Oxford. Auxford Wave serves as his source for 
staying one step ahead in the music game. 
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Personalize: The Audience

Kelsey

Kelsey is a senior Graphic Design major at Ole Miss. She is a major influencer on 
campus known for her unique sense of style. If there is a music festival within driving 
distance, Kelsey is there. She loves social media and pop culture. She has a passion 
for live music and unique experiences, anything she can post to her Snapchat story. 
Kelsey is always in charge of the playlist when working at Cicada on the square 
because she always plays the coolest songs. Her favorite artists are Tame Impala, 
Halsey, and Lorde. Kelsey is always looking for underground Oxford things to do, so 
she turns to Auxford Wave for new venues and local artists to check out. She loves 
listening to the podcasts when she drives back to Jackson because she feels more 
connected to and informed of the latest music news. 
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Personalize: Demographic

Auxford Wave’s demographic is 16-30 
year olds in the southeastern portion 
of the US. While the majority of 
readers are students, we include recent 
graduates and young locals in our 
demographic as they are apart of the 
music environment in Oxford. While we 
would like to reach the entire country, 
we are more relevant to an audience 
with ties to Oxford and Ole Miss. 
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Personalize: Psychographic

Auxford Wave readers take their love of music further than the average 
appreciator. They don’t just care about popular music, they care about the 
story behind the music. They are very pop-culture conscious and keep up 
with the latest trends in the music industry. They feel like there are few 
who share their level of appreciation for music, so they turn to blogs and 
social sites to feel apart of a conversation. Their location in the southeast 
also leaves them isolated, so the Internet serves as a place to expand their 
taste and knowledge. While many readers are students, others are recent 
graduates or young and young at heart locals. They are creative minded. 
Auxford Wave readers are huge fans of live performances. They love the 
experience of feeling the music come to life. 

Readers are also huge advocates of the SoLoMo (social+local+mobile) 
movement. They love local everything; food, arts, music, fashion, 
and shopping. They enjoy a sense of community and supporting local 
businesses. They are tech savvy and love social media. 

They like to be aware of the mainstream, but really thrive in an 
underground environment. They love to be the first to discover a new artist 
or release or remix. They are influences in their friends’ tastes and love to 
share their passion for music and culture with others. 
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Personalize: Uses

Students
Students use Auxford Wave to keep up with what their peers are 
listening to. Auxford Wave makes them feel connected to and 
involved in the local music scene. It is a place to go for an honest 
conversation about good music, and a source for new music. 

Locals
Locals use Auxford wave to expand their knowledge of music news 
beyond the local scene. Auxford Wave helps them keep up with the 
ever-evolving music environment in Oxford. 

Musicians
Musicians use Auxford Wave to keep up with what other artists are 
doing. Auxford Wave is a platform for promotion, a place where their 
work is showcased and appreciated. Auxford Wave serves as a guide 
to music venues, helping them decide where their type of music 
would be best received. 
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Atlanta  creator/executive producer/writer/director/executive music 
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Gambino released the follow-up album to Because the Internet  on 
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